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Purpose: Dose to normal lung has commonly been linked with radiation-induced lung toxicity (RILT) risk, but incorporating functional
lung metrics in treatment planning may help further optimize dose delivery and reduce RILT incidence. The purpose of this study was to
investigate the impact of the dose delivered to functional lung regions by analyzing perfusion (Q), ventilation (V), and combined V/Q
single-photon-emission computed tomography (SPECT) dose-function metrics with regard to RILT risk in patients with non-small cell
lung cancer (NSCLC) patients who received radiation therapy (RT).
Methods and Materials: SPECT images acquired from 88 patients with locally advanced NSCLC before undergoing conventionally
fractionated RT were retrospectively analyzed. Dose was converted to the nominal dose equivalent per 2 Gy fraction, and SPECT
intensities were normalized. Regional lung segments were defined, and the average dose delivered to each lung region was quantified.
Three functional categorizations were defined to represent low-, normal-, and high-functioning lungs. The percent of functional lung
category receiving �20 Gy and mean functional intensity receiving �20 Gy (iV20) were calculated. RILT was defined as grade 2þ
radiation pneumonitis and/or clinical radiation fibrosis. A logistic regression was used to evaluate the association between dose-
function metrics and risk of RILT.
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Results: By analyzing V/Q normalized intensities and functional distributions across the population, a wide range in functional
capability (especially in the ipsilateral lung) was observed in patients with NSCLC before RT. Through multivariable regression models,
global lung average dose to the lower lung was found to be significantly associated with RILT, and Q and V iV20 were correlated with
RILT when using ipsilateral lung metrics. Through a receiver operating characteristic analysis, combined V/Q low-function receiving
�20 Gy (low-functioning V/Q20) in the ipsilateral lung was found to be the best predictor (area under the curce: 0.79) of RILT risk.
Conclusions: Irradiation of the inferior lung appears to be a locational sensitivity for RILT risk. The multivariable correlation between
ipsilateral lung iV20 and RILT, as well as the association of low-functioning V/Q20 and RILT, suggest that irradiating low-functioning
regions in the lung may lead to higher toxicity rates.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of American Society for Radiation Oncology. This is an open access article
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Radiation-induced lung toxicity (RILT) is a common
side effect in patients with non-small cell lung cancer
(NSCLC) undergoing radiation therapy (RT) owing to the
high prescription doses and large volumes of normal lung
incident in the radiation field. Local failure remains a
significant hazard in the management of NSCLC, but
increasing tumor control while limiting RILT risk has
long been a goal. In a secondary analysis of the Radiation
Therapy Oncology Group 0617 randomized trial, the use
of intensity modulated RT compared with 3-dimensional
conformal RT planning was associated with lower rates of
severe radiation pneumonitis (RP), suggesting that dose
modulation can help to reduce toxicity.1 As such, ongoing
clinical trials, including Radiation Therapy Oncology
Group study 1106, aim to improve local control through
the use of positron emission tomography (PET) adaptive
RT planning to specifically increase the dose to the
actively growing tumor.2

Another strategy hypothesized to improve the thera-
peutic ratio is to preferentially limit the dose to functional
lung to reduce the risk of RILT. This has been an area of
investigation since the early 1990s, when studies from the
Netherlands Cancer Institute3 and Duke University4 first
investigated the use of functional lung imaging in RT
planning. Both Boersma et al.5 and Marks et al.6 suc-
cessfully used single-photon-emission computed tomog-
raphy (SPECT) to quantify functional lung changes after
RT, which motivated the potential to inversely incorpo-
rate perfusion (Q) and/or ventilation (V) metrics in RT
planning.7 In 2002, Seppenwoolde et al. theorized that RT
plans could be optimized to maximize lung function after
treatment by sparing well-perfused lung tissue,8 which
has formed the basis for functional-avoidance RT plan-
ning in patients with lung cancer. However, this recom-
mendation was based on the inability for bullous lungs
(ie, regions of poor Q and V) to reperfuse after RT and
was not based on the study of its direct impact to patient
outcome9. Although functional-avoidance may play a
vital role in the treatment of some patients, an enhanced
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understanding of dose-function metrics associated with
RILT is needed to ensure optimal patient-specific dose
delivery.

Currently, most RT plans designed for patients with
NSCLC are developed solely to limit physical dose
metrics, such as mean lung dose and the volume of the
lung receiving >20 Gy (V20). These volumetric dosi-
metrics treat all lungs as functionally equivalent, but in
practice there is wide variation in the functional
distribution, both within a patient’s lungs as well as
between patients. Recently, computed tomography
(CT)-based functional imaging has gained interest as a
possible tool for functional lung mapping due to its
ability to quantify ventilation-based metrics and its
wide availability in the clinic. Vinogradskiy et al.
observed extensive functional defects in patients with
stage III NSCLC, and demonstrated functional-
avoidance RT techniques using 4-dimensional CT
ventilation maps.10,11 Based on this research12 and
various other studies,13,14 functional-avoidance clinical
trials are underway at numerous institutions.15e18

In theory, functional imaging allows for personalized
RT planning that can minimize damage, and ultimately
reduce the risk of RILT. Despite this potential, there is
little clinical data to validate its effective approach to
reducing toxicity, and specifically that shifting doses from
high-functioning (HF) into low-functioning (LF) regions
in patients with heterogeneous lung function reduces the
incidence or severity of RILT. The purpose of this study
was to investigate the utility of functional lung images in
RT planning by analyzing the correlation between V/Q
SPECT-based dose-function metrics and the incidence of
RILT. Specifically, we defined functional lung categori-
zations based on Q, V, and combined V/Q, and quantified
the delivered dose to these various functional lung regions
in an attempt to identify dose-function metrics associated
with grade 2þ RILT incidence. Through this study, we
aim to better understand the implications of redistributing
dose in the lung, and identify functional targets that may
be used to mitigate RILT incidence through functional-
guided RT planning.
ng Kong from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on August 24, 
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Methods and Materials

Patient cohort

A total of 88 patients with NSCLC treated with
conventionally fractionated RT, with (n Z 76) and
without (n Z 13) concurrent chemotherapy, from 2
separate institutional review boardeapproved studies
(NCT00603057: n Z 58, treated 2007-2013;
NCT02492867: n Z 30, treated 2015-2019) were retro-
spectively analyzed. The prescription dose in both cohorts
was typically 60 to 74 Gy over 30 fractions. However, the
latter cohort was primarily treated with volumetric
modulated arc therapy, as opposed to 3-dimensional
conformal RT, and functional-avoidance RT planning
and replanning (ie, adaptive RT at midtreatment) was
implemented to limit the dose to above-average V/Q
SPECT functional intensity. In this study, RILT was
defined as grade 2þ RP and/or grade 2þ clinical pul-
monary fibrosis. RP and pulmonary fibrosis were diag-
nosed and graded prospectively according to a
prespecified system,19 with a grading scale consistent
with that of the Common Terminology Criteria for
Adverse Events, version 3.0, and the maximal grade was
reported.20 These pathologies are often considered distinct
clinical processes, but RILT encompasses the primary
dose-limiting pulmonary complications that impact pa-
tient survival and quality of life, and some evidence
suggests that these toxicities may be linked.21,22

Data processing

V/Q SPECT/CT scans (voxel size: 3. 5 � 3.5 � 2 mm)
were obtained from each patient (Symbia T6, Siemens
Medical Solutions, Malvern, PA) before RT, with the
patient supine and immobilized, using a standard thorax
support device. Each patient was imaged first for pul-
monary V by inhaling aerosolized 99mTc-diethylene-
triaminepentaacetic from an 1850 MBq reservoir, and
subsequently for pulmonary Q after an intravenous in-
jection of 185 MBq of 99mTc-labeled macroaggregated
albumin particles. Each SPECT scan was rigidly regis-
tered to the treatment planning CT using an alignment
tool embedded in a commercial treatment planning sys-
tem (Eclipse, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA).
Through the application programming interface within
this treatment planning system, a novel program (C#) was
implemented to process and analyze the spatially aligned
dose-function data. Saturation artifacts were cleansed
from the SPECT images by removing any voxel with
functional intensity >3 standard deviations above the
mean of the normal-functioning (F) region. Raw SPECT
intensities (fi) were normalized to the average intensity in
the low-dose (�5 Gy), F region of the contralateral lung
(N), as shown in Equation 1, because this region was
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assumed to be stable against radiation-induced longitu-
dinal functional changes.

c voxels in the lungs : f Ni Z
fi
N

whereNZ
XNnorm

iZ1

fi
Nnorm

ð1Þ
where Nnorm is the number of voxels in the contralateral
lung that had functional intensity between 15% and 70%
of the maximum intensity (ie, F) and received �5 Gy (ie,
low-dose). This normalization was performed to equalize
functional values such that a normalized functional in-
tensity of 1.0 equates to the average intensity of normal-
functioning lung for all patients. Normalized Q and V
SPECT intensities were used as a direct surrogate for lung
function, and dose values were converted to the nominal
dose equivalent per 2 Gy fraction (EQD2) to biologically
correct for fractionation of the RT dose (a/b Z 2.5 Gy).23

Three functional categorizations were created to
represent LF, F, and HF lungs. Each voxel with normal-
ized functional intensity fNi was assigned a functional
categorization based on the schema below:
8>><
>>:

LF if fNi < 15% of fNmaximum
F if 15% of fNmaximum � fNi < 70% of fNmaximum
HF if fNi � 70% of fNmaximum

9>>=
>>;

where fNmaximum is the maximum normalized functional
intensity in the lung. The functional categorization limits
were chosen based on previous guidance,9,24 and deter-
mined before any statistical modeling. An example image
of the functional categorizations is shown in Figure E1.
For this study, patients with <5% LF lungs were
considered to have no functional defects.

Pretreatment dose-function metrics were calculated
within the global, ipsilateral (ie, individual lung structure
receiving the higher mean dose), and contralateral lungs
using clinically defined lung contours, excluding the gross
tumor volume and a 4 mm inner boundary (~voxel width)
to reduce the partial volume effect. Regional lung seg-
ments were defined as follows: upper lung above the
carina, lower lung below the inferior pulmonary vein, and
middle lung between the two. The number of patients
with primary tumor involvement in the given lung
sextant, with grade 2þ RILT cases in parentheses, were as
follows: right upper lung Z 33 (2); right middle lung Z
10 (2); right lower lungZ 8 (4); left upper lungZ 23 (4);
left middle lung Z 11 (2); and left lower lung Z 3 (1).
However, of note, there was also significant tumor
involvement in the mediastinum for many of these cases.
A summary of baseline patient characteristics and dose-
function metrics in the various patient cohorts in this
analysis are listed in Table E1.

Patient age, normal lung volume, and volumetric do-
simetrics, including mean lung dose, volume of lung
receiving �5 Gy (V5), and V20, were calculated for each
 Kong from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on August 24, 
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Figure 1 Bivariate spearman correlation coefficients
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patient. The average dose to each regional lung segment
was quantified. Functional metrics, including mean in-
tensity, mean intensity in voxels receiving �5 Gy (iV5),
iV20, and percent of functional lung category receiving
�20 Gy (LF20/F20/HF20) were calculated. The mean in-
tensity receiving greater than dose d was calculated using
Equation 2:

iVdZ if di � d/
XNd

iZ1

fNi
Nd

ð2Þ

where di is the EQD2 dose in the ith voxel and Nd is the
total number of voxels receiving a dose greater than the
threshold dose d. The percent of functional lung category
F receiving threshold dose d was calculated as shown in
Equation 3:

FdZif fNi HF & di � d/
NF>d

N
ð3Þ

where NF>d is the number of voxels in functional cate-
gory F that received at least dose d and N is the total
number of voxels in the structure. The Fd metric was
calculated in terms of Q, V, and combined V/Q (ie, both
Q and V intensities were considered for the functional
categorization of each voxel. For example, a given voxel
must have both LF Q and LF V to be considered a
combined V/Q LF voxel). A list of abbreviations is
included in the supplementary table.
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Statistical modeling

V, Q, and combined V/Q functional metrics were
calculated in 88 patients. Spearman correlation co-
efficients were calculated for volumetric dosimetrics and
combined V/Q functional metrics as shown in Figure 1. A
paired t test was used to assess significant differences in
metrics between patient cohorts. Patient, dose, and func-
tional metrics were tested for their association with the
incidence of grade 2þ RP or pulmonary fibrosis (ie,
RILT) using the odds ratios (ORs) from univariate and
multivariable logistic regression analyses. Normal lung
volume, V20, average dose to lower lung (ADL), and iV20

were chosen for inclusion in the multivariable model
based on univariate association to represent patient, dose,
location, and functional sensitivities that may indepen-
dently influence RILT incidence. Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves were generated and area-
under-the-curve (AUC) values were calculated using
logistic regression models. The 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) were calculated for the purpose of measuring
uncertainty and assessing metric stability. A 5-fold cross-
validation was used to minimize overly optimistic bias.
For all analyses, 2-sided P-values of < .05 were consid-
ered statistically significant and values < .1 a marginal
association. Analyses were performed using R (version
3.6.1) and MATLAB (version 9.4).
ng Kong from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on August 24, 
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Results

This study combined data from 2 institutional review
boardeapproved clinical trials (NCT00603057 &
NCT02492867) in which V/Q SPECT images were ob-
tained from 88 patients with NSCLC before undergoing
RT. Patient characteristics and voxel-wise metrics quan-
tifying volumetric dose, functional lung, and dose deliv-
ered to the functional lung for both patient cohorts are
summarized in Table E1. The latter cohort was primarily
treated with volumetric modulated arc therapy, as
opposed to 3-dimensional conformal RT in the former
cohort, which is reflected by the significantly higher V5

and fV5 values caused by the larger low-dose bath asso-
ciated with modulated RT. Above-average Q and V were
used as functional-avoidance priorities in the latter cohort,
and yet no other metrics were found to significantly differ
between the cohorts.

Individual patient and population-averaged (nZ 88) Q
and V functional distributions before RT are shown in
Figure E2. For reference, a functional intensity of 1.0 is
considered the average value of normal function, and a
normal distribution around 1.0 is expected for a healthy
individual. These normal distributions are largely exem-
plified by the 38 patients with <5% Q low function, as
shown in Figure E3. As another reference, the population-
average Q (V) LF and HF categorization thresholds, in
absolute intensity, were 0.32 (0.38) and 1.49 (1.76),
respectively. Mean Q and V intensities in various regions
of the lung are depicted in Figure E4 to demonstrate the
range of functional capability observed. Across the pop-
ulation, mean Q (V) intensity in the global lungs, ipsi-
lateral lung, and contralateral lung were found to be 0.90
(0.87), 0.82 (0.81), and 0.96 (0.91), respectively. In pa-
tients exhibiting <5% LF, the mean global Q (n Z 38)
and V (n Z 21) intensity were 0.96 and 0.95, respec-
tively. On the contrary, 50 patients were found to have
>5% Q LF and 67 patients were found to have >5% V
LF, which corresponded to a global average Q and V of
0.86 and 0.84, respectively. In patients who incurred
RILT (n Z 15), the average Q and V intensity in the
ipsilateral lung was found to be 0.68 and 0.66, respec-
tively, signifying a large presence of functional defects in
these patients. Additionally, for both Q and V, the
population-averaged iV20 was less than the average
functional intensity in the RILT cohort, demonstrating
that a high dose was primarily funneled through below-
average functioning lung in patients who incurred RILT.

Through a univariable logistic regression analysis,
ipsilateral lung Q and V LF were significantly associated
with RILT incidence, as shown in Table E2. Normal-
functioning Q and V were also found to be associated
with RILT, but inversely correlated, suggesting that pa-
tients with a less normal-functioning lung were at a higher
risk. For both Q and V, the ipsilateral lung tended to
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at The University of Hong
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exhibit a lower mean intensity and higher percent of LF
than the contralateral lung. Ipsilateral lung volumetric
dosimetrics (including V20 and mean dose) and dose-
function metrics (including iV20 and LF20) were also
correlated with RILT on univariate analysis. Both iV20 (a
continuous metric that quantifies average functional in-
tensity delivered �20 Gy) and LF20 (percent of total
volume that received �20 Gy to LF lung) correlations
suggest that patients receiving more dose to the
dysfunctional lung may be the most at risk for RILT.

The only contralateral lung metric associated with
RILT was ADL. Although 65% of patients were found to
have primary tumor involvement in the upper lung sex-
tants, only 11% of these patients incurred RILT.
Conversely, 11 patients exhibited primary tumor
involvement in the lower lung sextants and 5 of these
patients incurred RILT. Through a multivariable logistic
regression model that included normal lung volume, V20,
ADL, and V or Q iV20, ADL was the most prominently
associated with RILT incidence within the global lungs
and contralateral lung (Table 1). However, Q and V iV20

were found to be the most correlated with RILT in the
ipsilateral lung.

To better understand the interplay between Q and V
functional distributions within the lung and its effect on
RILT risk, combined V/Q metrics were quantified and
analyzed, as shown in Table E3. To be considered for a
combined V/Q categorization, a voxel must have the same
functional classification for Q as for V. In total, an
average of 77% of voxels were found to have overlapping
Q and V functional categorizations, with moderate dice
similarity coefficients (DSC; measure of spatial overlap)
in the LF and F regions. Poor overlap was found in the HF
region. Mismatched defect categorizations were also
defined but did not appear to be significant in terms of
RILT incidence on univariable analysis. The DSC for the
LF lung was statistically significant in the global and
ipsilateral lungs, and the DSC for the F lung was nega-
tively correlated. Using combined V/Q categorizations,
both LF V/Q and F V/Q were found to correlate with
RILT incidence, whereas HF V/Q was not significantly
associated. However, the F V/Q odds ratio <1 suggests
that patients with less F V/Q are at a higher risk for RILT.

Global and ipsilateral lung percent of LF V/Q
receiving �20 Gy (LF V/Q20) were both found to be
significantly associated with RILT incidence on univariate
analysis. In patients who incurred RILT, the mean percent
of LF V/Q and LF V/Q20 in the ipsilateral lung was 32%
and 17%, respectively, corresponding to an average of
161 cm3 of combined V/Q LF lung, of which 88 cm3

received �20 Gy. Conversely, the mean ipsilateral LF V/
Q and LF V/Q20 in patients without toxicity was found to
be 17% and 7%, respectively, corresponding to an
average of 164 cm3 of combined Q/V LF lung, of which
69 cm3 received �20 Gy. Therefore, although the volume
of the LF lung was similar, patients who incurred RILT
 Kong from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on August 24, 
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Table 1 Multivariable logistic regression modeling for association between dose-function metrics and radiation-induced lung
toxicity

Modality Timepoint n Structure Metric Odds ratio 95% Confidence
interval

P-value

Perfusion Before treatment 88 Lungs-GTV Volume, cc 1.02e 0.50e2.01 .95
V20, % 1.05e 0.94e1.17 .39
ADL, Gy 1.12e 1.02e1.25 .02
iV20, a.u. 0.08e 0.01e0.91 .05

Ipsilateral lung-GTV Volume, cc 0.85e 0.16e4.05 .84
V20, % 1.01e 0.96e1.07 .66
ADL, Gy 1.05e 1.00e1.10 .07
iV20, a.u. 0.05e 0.00e0.69 .03

Contralateral lung-GTV Volume, cc 0.91e 0.25e2.97 .87
V20, % 1.00e 0.86e1.15 .95
ADL, Gy 1.52e 1.06e2.23 .03
iV20, a.u. 0.82e 0.13e4.88 .83

Ventilation Before treatment 88 Lungs-GTV Volume, cc 1.00e 0.49e1.98 .99
V20, % 1.06e 0.95e1.19 .29
ADL, Gy 1.14e 1.03e1.26 .01
iV20, a.u. 0.06e 0.00e0.64 .02

Ipsilateral lung-GTV Volume, cc 0.87e 0.17e3.99 .86
V20, % 1.02e 0.97e1.08 .39
ADL, Gy 1.05e 1.00e1.10 .08
iV20, a.u. 0.06e 0.00e0.61 .03

Contralateral lung-GTV Volume, cc 1.47e 0.41e5.10 .54
V20, % 0.99e 0.85e1.12 .88
ADL, Gy 1.36e 0.92e2.01 .12
iV20, a.u. 1.24e 0.15e9.27 .83

Abbreviations: ADLZ average dose to the lower region of lung structure in Gy; GTVZ gross tumor volume; iV20 Z average normalized functional
intensity receiving �20 Gy in arbitrary units; V20 Z volume of lung structure receiving �20 Gy as a percent of total lung structure volume; volume
Z normal lung volume excluding GTV.
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were delivered �20 Gy to an additional 19 cm3 of LF
lung on average. In a univariable ROC analysis, LF V/Q20

was the best predictor of RILT incidence for both the
global (AUCZ 0.76) and ipsilateral (AUCZ 0.79) lungs
compared with V20, Q iV20, and V iV20, as shown in
Table 2. Furthermore, all ipsilateral lung metrics had
higher AUC values than their global lung counterparts.
Based on the results of the multivariable logistic regres-
sion, LF V/Q20 (selected functional metric) was combined
with ADL (representative locational metric) in a multi-
variate ROC analysis, but no additional predictive power
was observed.

Despite this result, the angle of the 20% RILT risk line
based on LF V/Q20 versus ADL in the ipsilateral lung, as
shown in Figure 2, demonstrates influence from both
metrics, suggesting independent vulnerabilities that lead
to RILT based on the dose to the LF and the lower lung.
By assigning limits of 20 Gy to lower lung and 15% LF
V/Q20 that generally represent >20% RILT risk, there
appears to be 4 RILT cases in each of the 3 labeled sec-
tions, demonstrating the independent and overlapping
vulnerabilities. The full results from the multivariate
models are provided in Table 3. Interestingly, both pa-
tients who incurred grade 5 RILT in this cohort presented
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at The University of Ho
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with lower-lung tumors with an adjacent combined V/Q
functional defect that received a large portion of a high
dose (Fig. 3). Furthermore, although the depicted
treatment planning CT scans are of limited diagnostic
quality, both patients appear to exhibit significant
pulmonary fibrosis before RT.
Discussion

The goal of this study was to analyze V/Q SPECT
functional lung images to better understand the interplay
between dose delivery and functional lung distribution
with regard to RILT incidence in patients with NSCLC
treated with RT. By using novel methods for the quan-
tification of absolute functional intensity and combined
V/Q functional lung categorization, patient-specific
functional distributions and dose-function metrics were
generated to characterize pulmonary condition and dose
delivered to various functional lung regions. These
methods were applied to V/Q SPECT scans from 88
patients with NSCLC accrued in 2 separate clinical trial
cohorts. Through this analysis, a wide range in
functional capability, including a large presence of
ng Kong from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on August 24, 
on. Copyright ©2021. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.



Table 2 Receiver operating characteristic analysis for Q, V, and combined Q/V logistic regression models to predict RILT
incidence

Structure Metric Area under
the curve

95% Confidence
interval

Lungs-GTV V20, % 0.69e 0.55e0.82
Q iV20, a.u. 0.67e 0.54e0.79
V iV20, a.u. 0.68e 0.56e0.81
Low-functioning Q þ V receiving �20 Gy, % 0.76e 0.65e0.87
ADL, Gy* 0.65e 0.52e0.78
Low Q/V �20, %*

Ipsilateral lung-GTV V20, % 0.74e 0.62e0.85
Q iV20, a.u. 0.7e 0.58e0.82
V iV20, a.u. 0.74e 0.63e0.85
Low-functioning Q þ V receiving �20 Gy, % 0.79e 0.65e0.87
ADL, Gy* 0.75e 0.63e0.87
Low Q/V �20, %*

Contralateral lung-GTV V20, % 0.35e 0.21e0.48
Q iV20, a.u. 0.33e 0.18e0.49
V iV20, a.u. 0.34e 0.18e0.51
Low-functioning Q þ V receiving �20 Gy, % 0.37e 0.22e0.52
ADL, Gy* 0.31e 0.14e0.48
Low Q/V �20, %*

Abbreviations: ADL Z average dose to lower region of lung structure in Gy; GTV Z gross tumor volume; iV20 Z average normalized functional
intensity receiving �20 Gy in arbitrary units; low Q/V �20 Z Q/V low-function volume, defined as the intersection between low-function Q and
low-function V, that received �20 Gy as a percent of the total lung structure volume; Q Z perfusion; V Z ventilation; V20 Z volume of lung
structure receiving �20 Gy as a percent of the total lung structure volume.

* Multivariate logistic regression model.
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functional defects primarily located in the ipsilateral
lung, was observed. Although the lungs are known to act
as a parallel organ, NSCLC tumors are often primarily
located within one lung, which can lead to a large
imbalance in functional capacity between the ipsilateral
and contralateral lungs. Previous work has suggested
that individual lung metrics may provide deeper insight
into the relationship between dose, function, and
toxicity.25

In this study, dose-function metrics in the ipsilateral
lung and ADL were found to have the highest correlation
with RILT incidence. The correlation between ADL and
RILT suggests a physiological radiosensitivity in the
lower lung, which is consistent with previous studies that
reported on the increased vulnerability of the inferior
lung.26,27,28 Moreover, ipsilateral lung Q and V mean
intensity receiving �20 Gy were both associated with
RILT. Because the estimated odds ratios for these asso-
ciations were found to be less than unity, these results
suggest that patients receiving �20 Gy to a lower average
functional intensity are at an increased risk to incur RILT.
To further investigate this functional sensitivity, com-
bined V/Q metrics were generated by considering both the
Q and V intensities in the voxel-wise functional catego-
rization. Similar to the individual V/Q analysis, patients
receiving �20 Gy to a large percentage of the combined
V/Q LF lung were found to be at the highest risk for
RILT.
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at The University of Hong
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These results were surprising based on the previous
literature. Various studies have reported on the time-
dependent reduction in the normal lung,29,30 in which
functional damage occurs at a higher rate in HF lungs.31

Moreover, many studies have reported that a dose to a
higher percent of functional intensity is associated with
RILT.32 Although normal lung doses should clearly be
kept to a minimum to reduce functional damage,
measuring the fraction of V/Q intensity receiving �20
Gy, in theory, only significantly differs from V20 in
patients with heterogeneous lung function. In these cases,
where total intensity (denominator of fV20) is compro-
mised relative to the rest of the cohort, the amount of
functional intensity irradiated (nominator of fV20) is less
for a given fV20 value than in a patient with homogeneous
lung function. Thus, fV20 effectively downplays the dose-
effect in the LF lung. As shown in Figures E5C and D,
many patients with large ipsilateral Q fV20 values were
also delivered a high dose to a large portion of the ipsi-
lateral LF lung.

To better quantify the interplay between the dose
delivery and patient-specific functional lung distributions,
the amount of each functional lung categorization deliv-
ered �20 Gy (LF20/F20/HF20) was calculated as a percent
of the total lung structure volume. Although the amount
of LF and HF Q in the global lung was similar, LF20 was
found to be nearly 4 times higher than HF20, meaning that
a high dose was more likely to be directed through LF Q
 Kong from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on August 24, 
. Copyright ©2021. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.



Figure 2 Scatter plot of percent of ipsilateral lung with combined perfusion/ventilation low-function receiving �20 Gy and average
dose to lower ipsilateral lung for patients with grade 0 to 1 radiation-induced lung toxicity (RILT; white circles) versus grade 2 to 5
RILT (red diamonds). The estimated RILT risk based on logistic regression analysis is overlaid (shaded red) and the 20% risk threshold
is explicitly shown (dotted red line). Independent functional (combined perfusion/ventilation low-function receiving �20 Gy) and
locational (average dose to lower ipsilateral lung �20 Gy) radiation sensitivities are hypothesized based on these results. (A color
version of this figure is available at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.adro.2021.100666.)
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than HF Q. A higher prevalence of LF in the ipsilateral
lung also suggests that the LF lung was primarily located
near the tumor, whereas the HF lung was generally more
concentrated in the contralateral lung. A recent study
suggested that dose to 4-dimensional CT highly ventilated
lung is most predictive of RP;33 however, how well
deformation-based V metrics correlate with pulmonary
function is unclear. Similarly, HF lung can be hard to
interpret physiologically. In terms of SPECT imaging, HF
regions signify accumulated intensity that may be caused
by patient geometry or saturation artifacts. The poor DSC
between Q and V HF lungs found in these patients sug-
gest that the HF regions were not well-related. Alterna-
tively, LF and F lungs were found to have more V/Q
spatial overlap and volume.

Combined V/Q functional categorizations were quanti-
fied to improve confidence in the determination of
functional versus dysfunctional lung.34 In this context,
combined V/Q F and HF lungs represent regions of
functional gas exchange, and combined V/Q LF lung
represents regions with matching V/Q defects.
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at The University of Ho
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Furthermore, an aggressive LF lung bound (<15% of
maximum intensity) was implemented to capture the most
significant defects. Although the specific cause of the
functional defect is unknown, pulmonary dysfunction in
these patients is primarily attributed to either tumor burden
or lung disease.35,36 Therefore, irradiating these functional
defects could possibly cause a large dose to the reperfused/
reventilated lung or an exacerbation of pulmonary comor-
bidities, which may be an explanation for the increased
radiosensitivity in the LF lung found in this study.

Numerous studies have previously reported a strong
connection between preexisting pulmonary comorbidities
and radiation-induced lung toxicity.37,38 Specifically,
recent studies have suggested that patients with interstitial
lung disease39,40 or idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis41,42

before RT are disproportionately prone to developing
severe toxicity. Despite this known risk factor, LF lungs,
which may be indicative of disease, are generally deemed
less important in the dose-function response than HF
lungs. However, there are indications that severe RILT is
linked with a rapid progression of out-of-field
ng Kong from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on August 24, 
on. Copyright ©2021. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Table 3 Receiver operating characteristic analysis for combined Q/V and dose multivariate model

Structure Metric Odds ratio 95% confidence
interval

P-value Area under the curve
(95% confidence interval)

Lungs-GTV ADL, Gy 1.15e 1.05e1.27 0.004 0.65 (0.52e0.78)
Low Q/V �20 Gy, % 1.19e 1.06e1.36 0.006

Ipsilateral lung-GTV ADL, Gy 1.06e 1.01e1.10 0.011 0.75 (0.63e0.87)
Low Q/V �20 Gy, % 1.10e 1.04e1.17 0.002

Contralateral lung-GTV ADL, Gy 1.51e 1.06e2.17 0.022 0.31 (0.14e0.48)
Low Q/V �20 Gy, % 0.90e 0.44e1.37 0.687

Abbreviations: ADL Z average dose to the lower region of lung structure in Gy; GTV Z gross tumor volume; low Q/V �20 Z Q/V low-function
volume, defined as the intersection between low-function Q and low-function V, that received �20 Gy as a percent of the total lung structure volume;
Q Z perfusion; V Z ventilation.
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radiographic changes that may be indicative of a global
lung immune response.43 As stated by Makimoto et al. in
1999:44 “Baseline impairment of pulmonary function will
add to radiation damage and cause symptoms with smaller
radiation volumes than in patients with normal
function.”45,46

The two grade 5 RILT cases in this study both pre-
sented with matching V/Q functional defects in the infe-
rior region of the ipsilateral lung, appeared to exhibit
pulmonary fibrosis on the treatment planning CT, and the
patients ultimately died of hypoxic respiratory failure.
Therefore, although further research is needed, this course
of failure could be indicative of an immunologic
response,47 potentially caused by a cascade of inflam-
matory cytokines48 that is initiated due to the radiation-
induced exacerbation of pulmonary disease.49 Ideally, if
the presence of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis or intersti-
tial lung disease was clinically confirmed, these comor-
bidities would have been addressed or the patients would
have been excluded from treatment, which demonstrates
the need to screen patients with NSCLC for comorbidities
before RT. Although the grade 5 RILT cases represent the
most severe negative response, the pattern of irradiating
large portions of LF lungs is consistently observed in
RILT cases from both cohorts.

Functional-guided RT has primarily been employed to
shape radiation fields to avoid functional lung and funnel
dose through LF regions. A functional-avoidance tech-
nique was employed in the latter patient cohort (n Z 30)
to protect against irradiating above-average Q and V.
Despite these included functional priorities in treatment
planning, Q fV5 was the only dose-function metric found
to significantly differ between the patient cohorts, sug-
gesting that the ability to significantly shift dose to spare
functional lung was limited. Of the 8 RILT cases that
received LF V/Q20 to >15% of the ipsilateral lung, half
were from the former and half from the latter cohort,
suggesting that the functional sensitivity of the LF lung
was similar in each cohort despite the use of functional-
avoidance RT in the latter cohort. Patients with compro-
mised lung function before RT are generally thought to be
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at The University of Hong
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more prone to toxicity.50 Increased fluorodeoxyglucose-
PET uptake in the normal lung (marker of pulmonary
inflammation) has been shown to correlate with RP
incidence,51 especially in patients who also receive a high
mean lung dose.52 Similarly, in 2018, Otsuka et al. pub-
lished a study that concluded that a high dose to poorly
functioning regions, as determined by 4-dimensional CT
V, was associated with the highest risk of toxicity.53

However, dysfunctional lung sensitivity to RT has never
been shown on V/Q SPECT imaging.

SPECT is a direct measure of Q or V intensity, such that
combined V/Q represents functional gas exchange, and is
considered the gold standard in functional lung imaging but
is nonspecific for regions of dysfunction. Alternatively,
normal lung PET imaging can measure pulmonary
inflammation and CT can measure parenchymal density,
which may be related to lung disease. Consequently, these
imaging modalities are often used in the context of quan-
tifying dysfunctional lung as opposed to SPECT, which is
primarily used for functional lung quantification. As such,
there has been limited investigation into the dose-effect in
SPECT-based LF lung regions. Yet, because patients who
benefit the most from functional-guided RT are those with
functional defects, further work is needed to understand the
underlying pathology of these defected regions and its ef-
fect on the biologic makeup in the lung before RT. In other
words, limiting the dose to the normal lung is suggested in
all cases, but identifying patients with an increased risk for
severe RILT before RT should be the highest priority.
Especially with concurrent immunotherapy becoming the
standard of care in patients with NSCLC undergoing RT,
patient-specific functional estimates are needed to identify
patients with comprised lung function. Ultimately, further
research is paramount to understand the immune reaction to
RT such that the individual response can be optimized.54

Although the results of this study suggest that irradiating
LF tissue plays a role in the onset of RILT, there are many
challenges in the quantification of V/Q SPECT. A
cleansing methodology was implemented to remove satu-
ration artifacts, but in many cases, deciphering true func-
tional intensity from an artifact can be difficult. Because the
 Kong from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on August 24, 
. Copyright ©2021. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.



Figure 3 Pretreatment perfusion scans (left column), overlaid with dose >40 Gy (middle column), and the treatment planning
computed tomography (right column) for a nontoxicity patient (top row), grade 5 Patient A (middle row), and grade 5 Patient B (bottom
row).
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resolution of SPECT images is limited, combined V/Q
functional categorizations were implemented to represent
regions with a high probability of pulmonary dysfunction
but of unknown etiology. Similarly, regional lung segments
and individual lung structures were used to refine the area
of interest, yet better functional localization could further
improve risk estimates. Functional imaging is challenging
to quantify and even more challenging to compare due to
the complexities of the lungs and the various imaging
modalities. However, by implementing 3 functional lung
categorizations (low, normal, high) and establishing an
average normalized functional intensity of 1.0 for normal
lungs, this study aimed to provide a template for stan-
dardization that can be expanded upon to improve our
understanding of the role of irradiating functional lung in
the onset of RILT.

Conclusions

This study evaluated Q, V, and combined V/Q SPECT
functional metrics in 88 patients with NSCLC treated with
conventionally fractionated RT. Through this analysis,
patients at the highest risk for RILT were found to be
those who received a high dose to the lower lung or LF
regions of the ipsilateral lung at baseline. This result runs
counter to the hypothesis that redistributing doses from
HF to LF regions of the lung is a strategy that likely
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at The University of Ho
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decreases toxicity. Future studies are warranted to better
characterize the effect of irradiating dysfunctional lungs,
and determine the appropriate role for functional image-
guided treatment planning for patients with NSCLC and
heterogeneously distributed lung function.
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